We consider the optimization problem of least energy-cost path in open systems that are described by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. We apply it to find the optimal gain-loss profile for a non-uniform PT-symmetric coupler performing a binary transfer function. We bring evidence that the gain-loss profile fulfilling this requirement corresponds to a non-conventional situation where light intensity is conserved at every point along the PT-symmetric system. Besides, we find that the optimal profile corresponds to a practically important case of optical switching operation achieved with minimal amount of aggregate amplification level. We show that switching architectures using such type of gain-loss profiles are much more advantageous than conventional uniform PT-symmetric couplers in terms of gain and energy. Furthermore, this type of optimal profile turns out to be robust against fabrication imperfections. This opens new prospects for functional applications of PT-symmetric devices in photonics.
. The use of PT -symmetric 9 , and even of more general non-Hermitian 10, 11 Hamiltonians, offered new insights into solution of the quantum brachistochrone problem 12 (fundamentals of the theory remaining a debatable issue 13 ). In classical physics the brachistochrone or shortest-time-delay problem is the well-known example of optimization problems 14 . Formally, its quantum version could lead to arbitrarily small evolution times between specific states (in a realistic situation physical constraints impose a lower bound for the transmission time, see e.g 15 .). The vanishing optimal passage time was conjectured in 16 to be a general feature of non-Hermitian systems related to the existence of an exceptional point, which is the point of the coalescence of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator 15, 17 . Optimization problems of different kinds arise in non-Hermitian optics, notably because of the importance of energy minimization constraints. Energy costs are a general concern, increasingly so for the management of optical networks. Indeed, the application that we shall consider is an optical switch [18] [19] [20] aimed at routing optical data. It is logical to wonder whether one can minimize the "cost" of operating a PT -symmetric switch. In this Letter, we lay the problem as an optimization problem that spans both non-Hermitian and conservative (Hermitian) operators, a new class of problems. Our cost is the total gain needed to achieve switching, i.e. the integral where an overdot stands for the derivative with respect to z and where κ is the coupling constant. At constant gain and losses the system (1), intensively studied for more than two decades, see 21 , represents the simplest discrete PT -symmetric system, which describes coupled beams in waveguides with a complex Bragg grating 22, 23 , two coupled waveguides each one having gain and losses 24 , or two coupled waveguides with gain and loss 6, 25 or with unbalanced losses as in the first experiments on PT -symmetry in optics 7, 8 (see also 4 ). The model (1) was also considered with gain and losses varying along the propagation distance: pulse switching on localized gain-and-loss elements 26 , level crossing in a two-level system subject to periodically varying gain-and-loss 27 , parametric oscillations in locally PT -symmetric systems 28 , statistics of the field distribution in a coupler with randomly varying gain and losses 29 .
Before going into details of the analysis, we notice that the optimization results presented below are also valid for a more general system with still
, and
, one can verify that  q 1,2 solve the system (1) with γ = z ( )
. We are interested in the system (1) from the point of view of a switching device 18, 19, 26, 30 . Traditionally, a four port device such as a switch is used either in the so-called bar state or in the cross state 31 . To tackle the operation of such a device in a more general language, we consider the fate and evolution of the input "binary" state | ↑〉 = (1, 0)
T [T stands for the transpose and ket and bra vectors are used for( , )
and ⁎ ⁎( , ) 1 2 ] along a non-uniform PT -symmetric system (1). Thus we consider the case when the input energy is applied to the active waveguide. We want the output of the device = + z L c to be either |↑〉 [bar state, see [cross state, see Fig. 1(b,c) ].
We first choose to set the bar state (|↑〉 output) as corresponding to the passive case, without gain or loss. Then we recover at the output the same signal if the coupler length obeys
, which binds both parameters together. Thus, this also defines that the device length in our optimization problem is 2L c . Under this constraint, the "cross" state (|↓〉 output) can then be achieved by introducing gain and loss in the system and we remind that our goal is to optimize Γ.
For a constant γ, in the unbroken PT symmetric phase 
, which obey the equations and satisfy the boundary conditions
Furthermore, since
, we verify that for the PT -symmetric coupler (1) holds. This allows us to reduce the problem to the sole equation for the "phase"
Eq. (4) is also known as an overdamped pendulum (where z plays the role of time) driven by a constant force κ and having a time-dependent amplitude of the periodic potential given by γ(z). This yields another physical interpretation of the formulated optimization problem: finding the dependence of the amplitude of the periodic potential shifting the overdamped pendulum's phase by π during the given "time" 2L c with the least possible Γ.
Let us first concentrate on the extremal γ(z) ensuring an extremum of Γ (as the second step we will prove that the profile found is indeed a minimum). To this end we notice that γ(z) can be directly expressed through φ z ( ) from Eq. (4) and define an auxiliary cost one-parametric family according to the integrals 
, where
ε is a positive parameter and we introduced the notation φ ε z ( ) for the extremal, i.e. for a solution of the problem (4) minimizing Γ ε . We verify that Γ ≤ Γ
for any positive ε [it follows from the Hölder inequality], i.e. in units such that 2L c is unity, the energy cost integral is less than the cost integral Γ ε independently on ε. Further, we observe that Γ → Γ ε in the limit ε → 0. This allows us to concentrate on this last limit. Then the equation for the extremal Γ ε is obtained as a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation
/ . The usefulness of the above generalization (to nonzero ε) stems from the fact that at ε = 0 the Euler-Lagrange equation takes the form Before proceeding, we notice that φ π ≡ /2 ex on the one hand corresponds to the state | 〉 = − x i e (1, ) T possibly within a phase factor, and is only possible for the exceptional point, i.e. when γ κ ≡ z ( ) on some interval of z. For ε > 0, the extremal φ ε can be found directly from the "Hamiltonian" [computed as
1 which is z-independent. Since φ ε sin( ) cannot identically vanish,  ε is a finite constant. However, this sine has to vanish at boundaries, and we can exploit this to deduce the form of the extremal solution. Considering the limit → ± z L c and using the fixed point boundary conditions for φ [see (4)] we obtain that the only way for (6) to be finite in spite of the vanishing denominator is that
and more
. This leads to an important conclusion: for the gain-and-loss minimizing the gain and loss must be zero at the input and output of the coupler, i.e. γ ± = L ( ) 0 c for any ε > 0. Furthermore, supposing near the ends of the cou-
e. excluding distributions γ z ( ) approaching zero beyond all orders, as experimentally not feasible] we obtain the asymptotic
, what is possible only at ν ε = 1/ . Thus the solution γ z ( ) of the optimization problem must decay faster than any positive power of  z L ( ) c . Thus, taking into account the PT -symmetry of the problem, the gain-and-loss distribution we are interested in is symmetric with respect to = z 0 and at ε = 0 obeys the property γ
c c (below in Methods, we present a proof that to fulfill the condition of binary states at the input and output, the gain and loss distributions must be symmetric). In other words the device we are interested in must start and end up with conservative elements, whose length  is to be found. Another important consequence of the assumption about conservative propagation close to input and output is that  = ε 0, which is in apparent contradiction to the non-conservative propagation along the interval ∈ −  z [ , ] . This contradiction is resolved if we allow γ z ( ) to be a discontinuous function. Indeed, in this case we have that
, with the fixed boundary conditions that can be chosen different form those defined in (4). This last problem, was already solved above when considering ε = 0: the extremum is achieved by the constant γ κ = corresponding to the exceptional point. To this end, however we have to ensure that the conservative parts at the input and output of the coupler perform the transformations | ↑〉 → | 〉 ex and | 〉 → | ↓ 〉 ex . To resolve this last issue it is enough to choose =  L /2 c , which defines the length of the conservative parts, and sets that of the PT symmetric part as L c .
Finally, the gain-and-loss distribution reads . This distribution is illustrated in Fig. 1(c) . To complete the solution of the minimization problem we only need to show that the extremal solution does correspond to the minimum of Γ. Since, the conservative parts correspond to zero costs, to prove that γ achieves its minimum on (7) we first consider small deviations of the length and the strength of the PT -symmetric segment. These deviations are not arbitrary, however, but must respect the continuity of the field φ z ( ). We drop tedious but straightforward algebra and just indicate the result. Characterizing a small deviation of γ from the exceptional point value κ by δ, which is defined through the relation γ κ δ
4 , i.e. the extremal solution found in (7) indeed provides the minimal value for the energy costs.
Discussion
What has the optimization brought us? The gain-loss distribution [ Fig. 1(c) ] found through optimization procedure corresponds the lowest amount of cumulated gain required for switching operation. We get the switching operation for only 0.5 × 2π. The remarkable point is that in contrast to the case of uniform PT -symmetric coupler, the switching operation is obtained for ≈5 dB lower amplification level (from 18.5 to 13.6 dB), thus, for practitioners, a diminished optical amplification by a factor more than three.
The Taylor expansion used for the analytical proof of the minimum also hints at the tolerance, which is the practically relevant characteristic, for an actual device design. We address the issue numerically, by calculating with conventional coupled mode theory the amplification required for switching for various values of the parameter  defining the lengths of the passive and PT symmetric section of the switch. The results displayed in Fig. 2 show that there is a broad minimum around the optimal value =  L /2 c . The numerical data reproduce the quadratic dependence predicted by theory with the coefficient π ≈ . /24 0 41123 2 . In terms of parameter tolerance, we find that we increase the figure of merit Γ by only 0.5% (0.065 dB) when we change  by 10%. Our switch device should thus be very tolerant, in terms of optimality, with respect to most fabrication imperfections commonly encountered in integrated optics.
Mathematical estimates of field perturbations due to imperfections of the PT -symmetric segment show that they do not exceed values of order of ~26 μ/κ (see Methods below), with μ defined as the largest deviation of : we see that the overshoot of S 0 vanishes in the optimal state. If we reduce  further, a converse trend occurs on S 0 , as the waveguide amplitude boosted in the central segment is now the other one compared to the case <  L c . So we have the coincidence of optimality, energy conservation, and operation of the coupler's central part in the exceptional point regime.
Having looked into the device "inner" behavior, let us come back to the global view of our optimization problem. One might first wonder why we chose the optimization of the gain-and-loss profile, rather than optimization through the coupling constant. We checked that it is achievable, but the optimum leads to infinities for κ (Dirac distributions) not tractable in a feasible device.
Next, let us underline the remarkable properties of the obtained optimization. Firstly, it is achieved by combination of conservative and non-Hermitian evolution of the field. Secondly, in both conservative and PT -symmetric parts, propagation occurs with conserved energy, i.e. with a constant Stokes component S 0 . Thus the optimal coupler, requiring the minimal energy costs contains the conservative parts performing transformation between the input (output) binary states and the internal state, which is conserved at the exceptional point, this phase "freezing" being ensured by the PT -symmetric section. Thirdly, the optimal non-Hermitian evolution has to occur right at the exceptional point of the device which preserves the state along the evolution and thus ensures the required freezing of the phase difference needed for the cross state in the central part. Here, there is a counter-intuitive aspect as on the one hand, the exceptional point is a point of maximal eigenvalues sensitivity to system parameters, but on the other hand, in our combination of conservative and PT -symmetric structure, there is a large design tolerance as discussed above. From the argument of phase freezing, we can also infer that the obtained operation principle holds for longer devices > L L c , using "freezing sections" of adequate length to ensure both bar and cross states, but defining the figure of merit is less obvious.
To conclude, the optimization problem as considered here goes beyond the standard class of brachistochrone-like problems (quantum or classical). Our considerations are not restricted to PT -symmetric systems that occupy an intermediate position between Hermitian and non-Hermitian systems in the quantum case 3 , and between Hamiltonian and dissipative systems in the classical case 4 . This problem is of particular relevance for really open systems, like those involving scattering and decay processes 15 or the spin flipping, where instead of time being the figure-of-merit for the brachistochrone problem, one would consider the energy supplied to the system. The connection to preparation of controlled entangled state for quantum information (see e.g 32 .
) is yet another possible avenue whereby the combination with an optimization approach like ours, which protects information in the steady state of the exceptional point, could offer several advantages for efficient quantum control when operating at large rates. Finally, even in the classical statement, the considered optimization problem can be applied not only to optical systems as the switch exemplified above: we have already shown that it addresses the overdamped driven pendulum.
A common thread to these problems is the obtainment of energy minimization in controllable systems, an important feature in our era where the issue of taming energy costs pervades across the whole spectrum of information technologies. We thus believe that the combination of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians with conservative ones will address an increasingly large class of relevant physical problems as well as their practical applications.
Methods
Above we argued qualitatively that weak imperfections of the coupler, which affect the exact matching of gain and losses and result in a shift of the system from the exceptional point in the parameter space, do not significantly affect the energy cost integral. We also addressed the gain and losses distributed symmetrically with respect to the input and output of the coupler. In this Section we present mathematical proofs of both claims.
Justification of the symmetrical distribution of the gain and losses. First of all, we justify mathematically that the required input and output signals imply a symmetric distribution of the gain and loss profiles. To this end we rewrite system (1) in a form When κ is considered as a formal spectral parameter the system (8) becomes the well-known as Zakharov-Shabat spectral problem 33 . The column-vector χ must satisfy the boundary conditions
where ϕ 2 is a real constant, which is a constant phase shift between the output and input signals. Obviously, these conditions correspond to the input |↑〉 and |↓〉 binary states at the input and output.
Let us now extend our coupler beyond the interval
c c by pure conservative arms (alternatively one can consider the limit → ∞ L c with γ
, we can consider the Jost solutions defined by the asymptotics The Jost solutions are connected by the the transfer matrix , expressing Ψ j through Φ k in the formula for χ, one finds that the compatibility of all the relations require 
n n n n From this formula and using Theorems 5 and 6 from 34 , we conclude that the required switch between the binary states with the phase difference ϕ π = + 
On limited impact of imperfectnesses.
To estimate the general effect of weak imperfectnesses we observe that the PT -symmetric part of the coupler, where the matching problem can occur, occupies a symmetric segment of length L 2 c (as proven above). Next, we make use of the coupler equations (1) in the PT -symmetric section when operating at the exceptional point (κ γ = ). They can be rewritten in the matrix form ).
